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Topic 1.3 

 

Tracking the Forex 

 

 This is Topic 1.3 of the Trading in the Forex Market course, Tracking the Forex. Be sure that you have 

taken the time to complete the assessment for Topic 1.2 and have completely familiarized yourself with all of 

the terms that we discussed during that topic.  

 

1.3a – Describe and discuss types of charts 

 

 
 

 This session discusses different types of charts available to Forex traders and how traders use them to 

make informed decisions. Much of this section will focus on the candlestick chart and discuss the reasons 

traders gravitate toward this type of chart. Finally, we’ll look at how charts track currency price movement 

and how you as a trader can identify characteristics that have a probability in predicting future price 

movement.  

 

 Charts track currency price movement and different charts show that movement in different aspects. The 

three main types of charts available are the line chart, the bar chart and the candlestick chart.  
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 Line charts only reflects the close price from one period to the next. Line charts are useful in determining 

overall price directions or trends but contain only basic information. With line charts it’s difficult to get a feel 

for what the market was doing during the entire time period reflected in the chart and it is difficult to see 

small price movements.  

 

 
 

 Bar charts offer a little more information than line charts. This type of chart gives a visual representation 

of where each represented time period open, high, low, and close (OHLC) price for that period. Bar charts 

though do not reflect the difference between upward and downward movement in a sideways moving 

market.  
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 Candlestick charts are the most visual of the charts available to traders. They also offer the open, close, 

and high and low, combining the information found in line and bar charts but in a more visually stimulating 

fashion. Candlestick charts give traders the ability to identify times when the bulls, or buyers, are in control of 

the market, or when the bears, the sellers, are in control.  

 

1.3b – Discuss candlestick charts in detail 

 

 Candlestick charts are the predominant chart used by traders because they show the most information 

and are best for studying the price movement to help determine trade entry and exit levels.  

 

 
 

 Candlestick charts were developed in Japan in the 18
th

 century by rice traders to predict future rice 

demands in Japan. Later, Charles Dow began using them around 1900; Steve Nison is credited with bringing 

candlestick charts to the Western Hemisphere to measure other market trends and patterns. 
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 Candlesticks are considered the most effective charts for traders to use for market analysis and 

determining potential trades. They combine all the information found in bar and line charts but in a more 

visually stimulating package.  

 

 
 

 The first candle we’ll examine is the bull candle, which shows there are more buyers than sellers in the 

market and that the price of a currency pair is going higher. We’re going to use blue for the bull candle body 

throughout this course although they may vary in real-life trading. The body shows the open at the bottom of 

the body and the close is at the top, while the wicks show the high and the low. 
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 The bear candle represents the opposite scenario of the bull candle and shows there are more sellers 

than buyers over a given period of time and that the currency price is going lower. For this course, the body 

of the bear candles will be red. And as with bull candles, the body shows the open at the top of the body and 

close is at the bottom, while the wicks show the high and the low. 

 

 
 

 The candle that reflects a period of indecision, where neither buyers nor sellers predominate are known 

as doji candles. Doji candles have the same open and close, so there is no color to the body of the candle.  
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 Compared side by side, bull and bear candles may resemble each other. It’s important to remember that 

bull candles show the open at the bottom and the close at the top (prices moving higher) and reflect a 

market where buyers predominate. Bear candles are the opposite, showing the opening at the top, the close 

at the bottom (prices moving lower) and reflect a period when sellers dominated the market. Doji candles 

have no body, reflecting a period of indecision (no price movement) in the market, where neither bulls nor 

bears dominated. 

 

 
 

 Candlestick charts are customizable. In trading in the Forex Market, blue is used for bull candles and red 

is used for bear candles.  

 

1.3c – Understand the tracking of price movement 

 

 So, now that we understand a little about candlesticks, let's take a look at how to track currency price 

movement with charts and why it's important to use charts. 
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 Charts are a visual representation of the price movement of a currency. And by studying the patterns of 

price movement on the chart, we can learn to make quality trade decisions. Charts reproduce what a 

currency's price has been doing over a given period of time. 

 

 So let's take a look at the components of the chart window.  

 

 
 

 At the bottom of the window is where the time axis shows the length of time portioned across the 

current window frame. In this case, we are looking from about 3 PM on April 3rd on the left to about 10:30 

PM on the same day, or about 7.5 hours of market movement.  
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 On the right side of the chart window is the price axis, and this is where you will find the price of the 

currency and a scale from bottom to top. The bottom of the scale on this window is 1.3005 to the top at 

1.3125. This axis will adjust wider or smaller depending on market volatility and movement.  

 

 
 

 And at the top left of the window, in two separate areas, we can find the currency pair that we are 

looking at along with the time frame that is being represented. This chart is viewing the EUR/USD on the five-

minute chart. And what that means is that every individual candle on this window reflects five minutes of 

time and price movement. Also represented here, at the top left, are the open, high, low and the current 

price of the current active candle. 

 

 You might also hear these time frames referred to as time compressions. When the current five-minute 

candle, on the far right side, is finishing forming a new candle will appear and show the next five minutes of 

movement. 

 

 Now, let's walk through each of these time dreams that we have available to us in comparison to each 

other starting with the one minute time compression. 

 

 As discussed on the last slide, in this one-minute chart, each individual candle represents one minute of 
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price movement. On this one chart window, we are seeing about ninety candles, or ninety minutes of market 

movement. And this entire window that we're viewing here can be compressed into the five-minute 

candlestick chart. 

 

 
 

 Now, each candlestick shows five minutes of price movement, giving us a larger scope of market history 

for the EUR/USD. On this compression, we are viewing about seven hours of price movement. In the 

previous, one-minute chart, was only showing us about this much history. The five-minute chart lets us see 

about five times the amount of history that the one-minute chart does. 

 

 
 

 Now, let's take another step up to the fifteen-minute chart; and, of course, each of these candlesticks 

now shows fifteen minutes of market movement. On this compression, we are now viewing about twenty-

four hours’ worth of market movement for the same currency pair.  
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 And the previous, five-minute chart is now compressed into this one smaller area. We are now seeing 

about three times as much information as we did on the five-minute chart. We can see a greater amount of 

market history, and on the left of the time axis, we are seeing data from the previous day now. 

 

 
 

 And moving up from here, we're going to the thirty-minute time compression. And, again, the previous 

fifteen-minute chart is now compressed into a smaller portion of the chart here on the thirty-minute chart. 

We are now seeing about two times as much information as we were on the fifteen-minute chart, and this 

gives us a longer view into the history of the EUR/USD. 
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 And now that we're moving into these higher compressions, begin taking note of the overall price 

movement. In this case, the overall movement of this currency was moving higher from history on the left 

side of the chart to the current price on the right-hand side of the chart. 

 

 
 

 And moving to the next higher would be the one-hour time compression. The previous, thirty-minute 

chart is now compressed into a smaller portion of the chart here on the one-hour chart, and we are now 

seeing twice as much information as we were on the thirty-minute chart. On the thirty-minute chart, we 

were observing a strong upward movement on the price. Here, on the one-hour chart, on the left side we can 

see that the trend movement was down; then settled near the bottom of the chart for a few days before 

making a run up. 
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 And next, moving on to the next higher, would be the four-hour time compression. And just as a quick 

reminder, you will now know the time compression by looking in the upper left-hand corner of the chart. The 

previous one-hour chart is now compressed into a smaller portion of the chart here on the four-hour chart. 

We are now seeing four times as much information as we were on the one-hour chart. This compression is 

showing a much different view of the trend than the thirty-minute chart did. Where the thirty-minute chart 

showed a strong uptrend, the four-hour shows that the EUR/USD has been an overall downtrend for about 

twenty days. 

 

 
 

 Moving to the next higher would be the daily time compression. The previous four-hour chart is now 

compressed into a smaller portion of the chart here on the daily chart, and we are now seeing about four 

months’ worth of data for the EUR/USD. And what was easily recognizable as an uptrend on the thirty-

minute chart is simply viewed as a few candles now. The downtrend on the four-hour is only part of the 

larger picture here on the daily. 
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 And moving to the next higher compression would be the weekly time compression. The previous daily 

chart is now compressed into a smaller portion of the chart here on the weekly. We are now seeing a few 

years’ worth of data for the EUR/USD. The trend for all intents and purposes is down overall. But for the last 

six months or so, on this chart, the trend has changed a few times. 

 

 
 

 And lastly, the compression we move to is the monthly time compression. The previous weekly chart is 

now compressed into the monthly. 

 

1.3d – Implement candlestick charts in the trade decision 
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 Beyond just tracking currency price movement, candlestick charts play an important role in making solid 

trade decisions.  

 

 Certain single candlestick formations can provide an indication that the market may reverse or change 

direction. In a live market setting, understanding and recognizing them can provide possible trade entry 

opportunities. 

 

 
 

 The first formation we’ll look at is the engulfing candle. This candle forms when the market hits a point 

after a single candle move that brings an influx of buyers or sellers. The retracing candle completely 

encompasses the body of the previous candle.  This type occurs in either a bull or bear market.  
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 This chart shows several examples of engulfing candles.  

 

 
 

 The next candle formation is called the hammer. This formation occurs when the market reaches a 

bottom, usually after a rapid fall or spike, and is quickly bought. The candle produces a small body with along 

the low end and little or no wick on the high end. A possible buy opportunity exists on the open end of the 

next candle after the hammer is completely formed.  
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 A corollary to the hammer is called an inverted hammer. This formation is made when the market 

reaches a bottom after being quickly sold. The candle forms a small body with along wick on the high end and 

little or no wick on the low end. The potential buy comes at the open end of the next candle.  

 

 Both, the hammer and inverted hammer would be a candle formation at the bottom of a downward 

movement.  

 

 
 

 Next is the hanging man. This formation happens when the market reaches a top, is quickly sold and 

then pulls back and closes near the high. There is little or no wick on the top of the candle body. It is similar 

to the hammer at the end of an uptrend and signals a possible reversal. A potential sell opportunity exists at 

the top of the next candle after the hanging man candle is formed.  
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 Another candle with a wick formation at the top is called a shooting star. It occurs when the market 

reaches a top, is quickly sold and then closes near the low. It looks like an inverted hammer, but this is at the 

end of an uptrend signally possible reversal to go back down. A potential entry for this type of candle for a 

sell is at the open of the next candle after the shooting star.  

 

 
 

 These examples all have consistent visual similarities with a small candle body and large wicks on one 

side or the other. It’s easy to get them confused. Remembering the exact name of the candles is less 

important than recognizing what they represent. The key with these formations is to look for that rapid spike 

in movement and then a quick reversal. They imply a reversal in direction and generally consist of one or two 

candles, as in the case of an engulfing candle formation.  
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 After looking at individual candles, we’re going to look at groups of candlesticks together that graphically 

represent supply and demand corresponding to an influx of buyers and sellers in the market. Chart patterns 

suggest future price movement with a high degree of probability. As traders, we want to study and recognize 

these patterns as possible points for entering a trade. It’s also important to understand that no two chart 

patterns will look identical.  

 

 
 

 The first type of pattern we’ll look at is the pennant. Typically seen after a big move in the market, either 

up or down, and consists of small continuation patterns of brief pauses within an existing trend. A possible 

entry scenario is to wait for the break out in the direction that the market entered the pattern in and then 

buy or sell accordingly.  

 

 In analyzing a pennant pattern, traders may make the assumption that there sellers may be jumping in, 

however, the scenario may be some profit-taking by some traders, and this may image reflect there as a 

massive amount of buyers for a period to time. Then those buyers decided to close out some profit.  
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 A similar formation is the symmetrical triangle. This pattern is typically after a big move as well, either up 

or down, and the market may pause for a period of time before continuing in the direction of any trend 

visible before the pause or it may reverse the trend. A possible entry scenario here would be to wait for a 

break out and then buy or sell accordingly.   

 

 
 

 The next type of chart pattern is the ascending or descending triangle. While similar to the pennant and 

the symmetrical triangle, the ascending or descending triangle will have one side of the triangle that appears 

flat while the other part reflects the direction of the trend. With the ascending or descending triangle, the 

market often breaks out in the direction of the prior trend.  
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 In understanding an ascending triangle, the market was in an uptrend and then flattened at the tops 

while the lows continued to rise. This pattern points in the direction of the potential move after the break out 

of the pattern.  

 

 In reading a descending triangle, moving down within the downtrend, the market found a point of 

difficult in going lower for a period of time while the highs continued to fall. The expected break out will be in 

the direction of the former downtrend.  

 

 
 

 The last types of chart pattern we’ll look at are reversal chart patterns, one of which is the head and 

shoulders pattern, which consists of three peaks.  
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 The middle peak is taller than the outside peaks, with the shorter peaks being relatively equal. This type 

of chart pattern signals a possible trend reversal. 

 

 
 

 The last pattern is the double top or double bottom chart pattern, which occurs when the market hits 

and then retests a certain level, either at the top of an upgrade or the bottom of a downtrend.  
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 Double top and double bottom patterns require additional confirming factors before an entry can be 

made, as this pattern could be reflecting a hesitation in the trend before continuation. The key to 

understanding this chart pattern is looking for a price level the market is having a difficult time passing, which 

should be verified by other factors.   

 

 In this section we’ve looked at several different types of charts used to track currency price movements. 

As we’ve seen, this course centers on candlestick charts, which combine the best elements of several 

different chart types and offer customization that provides a wide array of options in analyzing trends and 

identifying possible entry levels for opening a trade.  

 

 We also looked at pattern recognition, learning to identify which can be good indicators that the market 

could continue in the previous direction once the pattern is complete.  


